Innovative veterinarian wanted!!!!
We are not going to bore you with a job description because if you are a vet, you know what shelters do
on a daily basis! Instead, we want to tell you about how you might fit into our progressive animal
welfare organization and culture and hopefully get you excited about working at Heidi’s Village.
Heidi’s Village is a new build animal welfare organization and community resource located in sunny
Phoenix, AZ. Conceived to address the question of what more can be done to help and empower animal
rescue efforts in our city, we seek to provide boarding and medical services to animals in the custody of
501c3 rescue partners. In addition, we serve a limited number of our own animals including those in our
newborn kitten nursery and a limited number of dogs and cats seeking their forever homes. We seek to
aid in shelter/surrender intervention as well through our community partnerships. Heidi’s Village
occupies 5 acres. We have 6 state of the art canine kennel buildings, 2 feline buildings including open
air/outdoor catio space and a central adoptions/administrative/clinic building.
Though spay and neuter as well as general wellness occupies part of our day, our mission is also to
provide community members or partners with accessible, low cost medical care. If the thought of soft
tissue and orthopedic surgeries to address issues that a pet might have as well as more complex dental
cases excites you, then you might be a perfect fit for our clinic. We also seek to have a progressive
behavioral/rehabilitative medicine program and encourage interest in these areas among all staff. We
do not expect any one applicant to embody all of these skills and encourage diversity,
personal/professional development and a collaborative approach in our practice. Applicants of all skills
sets are encouraged to apply and will be strongly considered, including new graduates with a
demonstrated record of interest in animal welfare/public service medicine.
Our campus was built to the highest standards for progressive sheltering and our clinic area rivals any
modern private practice in equipment and practice environment. We are a shelter you will be proud to
post pictures of online! We match this work environment with a supportive workplace culture, fair,
market rate compensation and a 4/10 work week as well as a great support staff. We hope to recruit
and retain associate veterinarians who wish to stay and grow with us for an extended period of time and
who will be enthusiastic members of the animal welfare community. Phoenix is a rich and diverse
community offering endless opportunities for leisure and recreation both within the city limits and
throughout the state.
If you’re interested in learning more, please send your letter of interest and resume to Ellen Clark,
EClark@HeidisVillage.org.

